OPEN FLAME BURNER & UPRIGHT BURNER

LIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS

OPEN FLAME BURNER

LIGHTING

1. Using a screwdriver, turn the valve to the ON ( ) position.
2. Slowly place flame toward the open flame burner tip until it ignites.
3. Install / replace the glass.
4. Adjust flame using the on / off valve.
5. Visually check burner flame with the picture shown.

ADJUSTING FLAME

You may adjust the flame on your open flame burner by placing a screwdriver through the valve access hole in the collar of your lamp. Turn the valve SLOWLY to adjust the height and form of your flame. Turning the valve too fast or too far can cause the flame to extinguish. If your flame extinguishes, turn your valve to the OFF position and follow the lighting instructions.

LIQUID PROPANE OPEN FLAME BURNER

Burning of gaslights as open flame for L.P. (propane) WILL produce a carbon effect on the inside of a gaslight. This is a side affect of L.P. gas. Controlling the size of the flame can reduce the sooting. The lower the flame, the less cleaning will be required. The sooting will usually occur on the inside of the light around the rain shield. This should be cleaned occasionally. Lack of cleaning will result in the vent becoming blocked by flakes of carbon causing the sooting to spread downward causing the inside of the entire light to become covered.

TROUBLESHOOTING (FOR MAPLE LEAF FLAME BURNERS)

If you are not using a wind guard and your flame does not have the maple leaf look:
(1) Make sure the tip of the open flame burner is tight by turning it to the left.
(2) Slide a piece of paper or very thin piece of cardboard through the slit at the tip of the burner. This will remove any articles that may have clogged part of the opening.

UPRIGHT BURNER

1. With valve in the off ( ) position, place the brass chimney holder on the burner.
2. Place the mantle on the burner. (the mantle will rest on the top part of the burner
3. Follow lighting instructions on the mantle package.
4. Place the glass chimney on the burner by sliding the long slender end of the chimney over the mantle and rest it inside the chimney holder. (Careful not to touch the burning mantle)
5. Adjust the flame with the on / off valve to its brightest, but containing the flame within the mantle.
6. Install / replace the glass.